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3 Posizioni indicati 

 by Johnny Silvercloud   

Tiki No 

"Enjoy a Tropical Themed Evening"

Decked up with retro tiki decor, Tiki No is a lively, vibrant tiki bar filled

with a cheerful crowd. Their Coconut Mojito simply can't be missed and

their happy hour prices make all the cocktails irresistible. Chat with the

friendly bar staff, make new friends among the trendy crowd or sing your

heart out at Karaoke nights every Sunday. Tiki No is a wonderful place if

you are looking for a fun night out.

 +1 818 766 0116  www.tikinola.com/  4657 Lankershim Boulevard, North

Hollywood CA

 by Public Domain   

The Famous 

"Creative Cocktails"

Located inside the Huntley-Evans Building, The Famous is a great cocktail

bar. The bar has the look and feel of an old whiskey-bar with dark old

world decor, and the drinks served are made using recipes that are over a

century old. The bartenders here are experts at their craft and create

some truly memorable and tasty drinks. If you're not in the mood for an

19th Century-style cocktail then check out their great draft beer selection.

 +1 818 241 2888  thefamousglendale@gmail.com  154 S Brand Boulevard, Huntley-Evans

Building, Glendale CA

Skybar 

"Hotter Than Fire"

The hottest celebrity bar in town is also one of the most exclusive.

Situated atop the ritzy Mondrian Hotel, long lines wait for a shot to enter

the Skybar, very common, yet comfortable cocktail lounge. Guests at the

hotel are guaranteed entry. The space itself is very low-key and open-air.

Stars mingle with their friends amid gorgeous city views. If you can get in,

it is worth the experience.

 +1 323 848 6025  www.morganshotelgroup.

com/mondrian/mondrian-l

os-angeles/eat-

drink/skybar

 skybarlatables@sbe.com  8440 Sunset Boulevard,

Mondrian Los Angeles, West

Hollywood CA
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